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“The modern workplace 
is changing at a 

rapid pace.”
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Handbooks contain information on topics 
ranging from dress codes and benefits, 
to a company’s policy on smoking and 
weapons in the workplace.

If your business has an employee 
handbook, that’s great; but, that is only 
half the battle. Recently, many states have 

passed legislation, or enacted regulations, 
requiring employers to provide a myriad 
of new protections for their employees. 
Things like heavily enforced rules against 
workplace harassment, or expanding 
protected classifications under the 
Americans with Disabilities Act and 
providing employees with paid time off to 
take care of family members or bond with 
a child. Make no mistake, the modern 

Personnel policies
In 1964, Bob Dylan famously sang, 

“The Times They Are A Changin’.” Those 
words still stand true today. The times are 
changing; particularly, the protections that 
employers are legally required to provide 
their employees. If employers do not 
change with the times, they run the risk of 
a lawsuit and incurring massive expenses.

Keeping your employee handbook/
personnel manual up-to-date is an easy, 
but necessary step to ensure that you keep 
up with the times. First, if your business 
does not have an employee handbook, 
make sure you develop one. The employee 
handbook is a document that contains 
a company’s operating procedures. It is 
usually delivered to employees on their 
first day of employment, and they are 
required to sign or acknowledge it in 
some way. Handbooks are utilized to 
establish important policies that are 
expected in the workplace and to protect 
the rights of employers and employees. 

workplace is changing at a rapid pace. 
It is important that you stay updated 
on federal and state laws to ensure your 
employee handbook reflects 
these changes.

It also is important to invest in 
employment practices liability insurance. 
EPLI covers wrongful acts arising from 
the employment process including 
common workplace claims like sexual 
harassment; wrongful termination; and 
discrimination. While having an EPLI 
policy is not a replacement for adherence 
to the law, it is does provide assurance 
that if something does happen in the 
workplace, a policy will be there to help.

We are here to help. Give us a call today 
to discuss the proper coverage you need 
to protect your business in the event of a 
workplace claim.
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&ALL�7INTER������s�.EW�*ERSEY

Paid family leave
%VERY�SO�OFTEN��SOMETHING�NEW�TAKES�OVER�OUR�PUBLIC�AWARENESS��3OMETIMES��IT�IS�A�BRIEF�

FAD�THAT�DISAPPEARS�AS�FAST�AS�IT�ARRIVED��E�G���lDGET�SPINNERS�AND�THE�ICE�BUCKET�CHALLENGE	��
/THER�TIMES��WHAT�SEEMS�LIKE�A�FAD�BECOMES�EMBEDDED�INTO�OUR�SOCIETY��E�G���SELlES�AND�
HASHTAGS	��)N�THE�WORLD�OF�POLITICS��PAID�FAMILY�LEAVE�HAS�SUDDENLY�APPEARED�TO�TAKE�OVER�
AS�POLITICIANS�AROUND�THE�COUNTRY�REPEAT�THE�PHRASE��7HILE�MOST�OF�THE�COUNTRY�IS�TRYING�
TO�lGURE�OUT�IF�THIS�IS�JUST�AN�ELECTIONYEAR�FAD��THE�IDEAS�HAVE�ALREADY�TURNED�INTO�LASTING�
LEGISLATION�IN�.EW�*ERSEY�

.EW�*ERSEY�HAS�PASSED�0&,�AND�THE�STATE�,EGISLATURE�IS�TRYING�TO�EXPAND�THE�COVERAGE�TO�
ENCOURAGE�MORE�PEOPLE�TO�USE�THE�BENElT��#URRENTLY��.EW�*ERSEY�S�0&,�OFFERS�EMPLOYEES�SIX�
WEEKS�LEAVE��RECEIVING�TWOTHIRDS�THEIR�AVERAGE�WEEKLY�WAGE�UP�TO�������!MONG�THE�CHANGES�
PROPOSED�TO�THE�PROGRAM�IS�A�HIGHER�WAGE�CAP�OF���������OR�����PERCENT�OF�THE�AVERAGE�
WEEKLY�WAGE�FOR�ALL�WORKERS�IN�.EW�*ERSEY��4HE�,EGISLATURE�ALSO�PROPOSED�EXTENDING�THE�
LEAVE�TO����WEEKS�DURING�A�ONEYEAR�PERIOD��4O�ROUND�IT�OUT��THE�,EGISLATURE�HAS�PROPOSED�
DROPPING�THE�JOB�PROTECTION�GUARANTEE�FROM�WORKPLACES�WITH����OR�MORE�EMPLOYEES�DOWN�
TO�ANY�WITH����OR�MORE�EMPLOYEES��,AWMAKERS�HOPE�THESE�CHANGES�WILL�ENCOURAGE�MORE�
WORKERS�TO�TAKE�ADVANTAGE�OF�0&,�OPTIONS�TO�WHICH�MOST�!MERICANS�DO�NOT�HAVE�ACCESS�

7HILE�MANY�PEOPLE�MAY�WONDER�IF�0&,�IS�A�PASSING�FAD�BATTED�AROUND�BY�POLITICIANS�
AROUND�THE�COUNTRY��IT�ALREADY�IS�EMBEDDED�IN�.EW�*ERSEY�AND�IS�EVOLVING�AS�A�LASTING�FEATURE�
OF�THE�STATE�

The claims-made policy difference
&OR�MANY�TYPES�OF�INJURIES��IDENTIFYING�

THE�PRECISE�TRIGGER�FOR�INSURANCE�COVERAGE�
IS�NOT�DIFlCULT�BECAUSE�THE�INJURY�AND�
THE�EVENT�CAUSING�THE�INJURY�APPEAR�
SIMULTANEOUSLY��&OR�EXAMPLE��AN�AUTO�
ACCIDENT�OR�A�SLIP�OR�FALL�NORMALLY�WILL�
CAUSE�IMMEDIATE�INJURIES�THAT�CAN�BE�
TRACED�TO�ONE�MOMENT�IN�TIME�WHEN�THE�
EVENT�OCCURRED��!N�OCCURRENCE�POLICY�IS�
THE�BEST�WAY�TO�INSURE�THIS�TYPE�OF�CLAIM�

(OWEVER��THE�KINDS�OF�LATENT�INJURIES�
THAT�TYPIFY�LONGTAIL�CLAIMS�ARE�NOT�SO�
EASY�TO�PINPOINT�WITHIN�A�SPECIlC�POLICY�
TERM��,ATENT�INJURIES�CAUSED�BY�ASBESTOS��
SILICA��BERYLLIUM��FORMALDEHYDE��TOXIC�
WASTES��PHARMACEUTICALS��AND�MEDICAL�
PROCEDURES�CAN�CAUSE�CONFUSION��)S�THE�
TRIGGER�THE�MOMENT�THE�lRST�CONTACT��OR�
MISTAKE	�WAS�MADE��WHEN�THE�CUMULATIVE�
DAMAGE�WAS�DONE��WHEN�THE�DIAGNOSIS�
WAS�MADE��OR�WHEN�THE�SUFFERING�BEGAN�

&OR�EXPOSURES�HAVING�LONG�TAILS��THE�
INSURANCE�INDUSTRY�CONCEIVED�A�WAY�
TO�MAKE�A�SINGLE�POLICY�RESPOND�WITH�
CONTEMPORARY�LIMITS�TO�A�CLAIM�PRESENTED�
DURING�THE�CURRENT�POLICY�TERM 

�I�E���A�CLAIMSMADE�POLICY	��4HIS�POLICY�
BUNDLES�PAST�OCCURRENCES��THE�NOSE	�INTO�
PRESENT�COVERAGE��)T�RESPONDS�TO�A�CLAIM�
lRST�MADE��LOOK�FOR�CLARIlCATION�IN�THE�
POLICY�ON�WHAT�IS�MEANT�BY�hlRST�MADEv	�
DURING�THE�POLICY�PERIOD�OR�ANY�EXTENDED�
REPORTING�PERIOD��FOR�AN�OCCURRENCE�THAT�
FALLS�AFTER�THE�RETROACTIVE�DATE�BUT�BEFORE�
THE�EXPIRATION�DATE�OF�THE�POLICY�

-OST�STATE�LAWS�HAVE�LIMITED�THE�
TYPES�OF�RISKS�THAT�CAN�BE�INSURED�ON�
A�CLAIMSMADE�POLICY��4HIS�INCLUDES�
ENVIRONMENTAL�LIABILITY��PROFESSIONAL�
LIABILITY��MEDICAL�MALPRACTICE�LIABILITY��
DIRECTORS�AND�OFlCERS�LIABILITY��
EMPLOYMENT�PRACTICES�LIABILITY��lDUCIARY�
LIABILITY��EXCESS�LIABILITY��PRODUCTS�
LIABILITY��COMPLETED�OPERATIONS�LIABILITY��
EMPLOYEE�BENElTS�LIABILITY��AND�LARGE�
RISKS�QUALIlED�BY�SOME�THRESHOLD�FOR�SIZE��

/BVIOUSLY��THERE�IS�MORE�COMPLEXITY�
TO�THIS�TYPE�OF�POLICY��CREATING�A�NEED�
TO�FULLY�UNDERSTAND�THE�IMPLICATIONS��
7E�CAN�HELP�YOU��$ON�T�HESITATE�TO�TAKE�
ADVANTAGE�OF�OUR�SERVICES�


